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Foreword
In case of Lakes, the 5th year really was a great challenge to maintain the tempo of service
with the down turn of market, policy change at corporate label, norms change at
NGO/INGO label Lakes had suffer reduced income. For the first time , the income graph
showed a decline in 5th years. however, the revival was instantaneous .the new mantra is
self- reliance and sustainability. It is gratifying to see the communities that we have served
for all these 5 th years, are changing for the better . the impact of our intervention is visible
in children, families and the communities . showcasing success in various fields has enabled
Lakes be recognized for its yeoman services. Lakes is
searched and reached out by funding agencies, corporate and
governments, offering partnership to work for the
development of the marginalized. The Lakes brand is
established and the reorganization, which it is gaining among
stakeholders on both sides, is as good as rejuvenation and
making a history of service to suffering humanity an
established fact.
We thank those who partner us , salute those cadres who
work as a team with us and encourage the communities that
are putting efforts along with us , in moving towards selfreliance and sustainability. The apparent change in the
attitude of the weaker section , that Lakes works with and
adaptation of the practices of utilizing their own sources, available within their community
and gradually managing their affairs in a way that bring in emancipation of the weaker
section of the societies, is not only very gratifying but is in tune with the goals established
by Lakes .
Strategies are being evolved to render services in a manner that the service seekers helps
themselves, being in partnership with Lakes .
Even though year 2011-12 lay before us big challenges, we could still sail off smoothly. We
thank all our Donors, corporate, working cadres, communities to enable Lakes exist, work
and contribute to nation building.

Mr. Mukesh kumar meena
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(director)

Part (a)
About Lakes
Lakwar educational society, known as Lakes, is a non-governmental organization (ngo) ,
fostering rural development through gandhian ideals. Our efforts focus on the education,
welfare of children, welfare of women, health care & medical relief camp, self - employment
and livelihood, skill & training programme, wild- life, art & culture, animal husbandry and
agriculture of rural communities in the "mewat - braj sector" (sawai madhopur, tonk,
karuli, bharatpur, alwer & dholpur districts.)
Founded and registered as a society under the In numbers :
societies registration act 1958, rajasthan in Founded in 2007
2007. We are headquartered in sawai - Field centers in 6 mewat - braj
madhopur, rajasthan. But we but we run most districts
Projects affecting 32 villages over
of our projects from rural field centers located
4,000 people benefited
throughout the north- east part of state.
Everywhere we work, we implement a practical strategy of rural development, emphasizing
meaningful community participation. The people of the mewat- braj take an active role in
our initiatives and thereby maintain control over their environment, their institutions, and
most importantly, their future. Our approach blends traditional knowledge with scientific
innovation, producing results that are both effective and well regarded within the
community. Through these methods, we are committed to permanently bettering life in the
mewat- braj, delivering valuable and responsible support where it is needed most.
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What We Do Lakes use a holistic strategy to lift the rural poor out of poverty.
The following are Lakes main objectives: We build and strengthen community-based organizations, encouraging rural
Individuals to make their voices heard and helping rural communities to achieve selfreliance. We enable villages to sustainably manage their natural resources, preserving
them for future generations and development of non- traditional energy source &
popularizing
same.
 Working for the spread & development of education, child- education, free- coaching
classes education, development of self employments, technical & non-technical
education and establishing & maintenance of centers, schools, colleges and vocational
training institutes in the direction of the
same.


Working actively for the women & child welfare, social & economic development,
community welfare & community awareness, environment & nature conservation,
health & medicine.



Working activity for the women empowerment, right & recognition of women, helping
them to over - come social barriers and become independent.



We enable the older people of the "mewat- braj" to age with grace and dignity.



We make sure that families have a reliable water supply for drinking, cooking and
other household purposes.



We support efficient agricultural practices to produce healthy, nutritious food in an
extremely arid environment.



Working for personality development & leadership.



We Providing trainings and infrastructure for establishing enterprises as far as
venturing in the field of information technology towards direction of selfemployment by imparting training, work- shops, seminars & different types of
training input, and provide to skill- development training all of them.



Working for the development of art & culture, traditional folks & literatures and
spreading the same.



Working for the development of forest and give protection for wild- life.
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Organizing the other related activities concerned with the above objectives.

The Target Beneficiaries The targeted communities of the Lakes is children, adolescence, youth, women, poor, down
trodden, disadvantaged, disabled farmer, labour , scheduled caste, scheduled tribe and
other minority groups of the society.

Where We Work –
At present Lakes is working in sawai madhopur, tonk, bharatpur, karouli, dholpur & alwer
districts in "mewat- braj sector" of north- east rajasthan by implementation of different
projects and having its approach in nearly 15 districts of rajasthan through various
trainings, camps and work- shops.
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How We Operate Even with the best intentions, an organization cannot succeed if it lacks effective
coordination. That is why Lakes takes pride in its organizational structure. Our chief
administrative entity is the general body, which consists of 22 members who decide on our
projects and budgets. The general body also elected the governing board, a 15 memberteam that supervises the planning and implementation of projects. From day to day, the
Lakes director handles the organization's activities, overseen By the secretary of the governing
board.
Each individual Lakes project is delegated to a project coordinator at the main office in
sawai madhopur. The project coordinator manages the administrative side of the project
and works frequently with field center coordinators at one or more of lakes field centers in
the "mewar- braj sector". The field center coordinators manage grassroots implementation
of the project, collaborating closely with village development committees and other
community- based organizations. Additionally, each project receives crucial support from
village residents, field workers, volunteers and partner organizations.
The strength of our organizational structure lies in the hard- work and dedication of our
staff. We employ 10 full-time salary based and 18 non salary based as a volunteer staff
members and 73 part-time zero salary based staff cum field-center members, working with
the nearly 20 field working point. The professional backgrounds of these staff members are
as varied as their personalities. Our team includes education specialists, engineers,
advocates, soil & farming experts, veterinarians, horticulturists, economists, social
scientists.
No organization is an island, and despite the capability of our staff, we could not function
without the support of dozens of partner organizations at the grassroots, national and
international levels. In the modern world, a robust network of institutions is more than the
sum of its parts, able to tackle complex problems through innovative and dynamic forms of
collaboration. We anticipate even stronger partnerships as we make use of 21st-century
tools, finding new and exciting ways to improve quality of life in the "mewat- braj sector" of
rajasthan.
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PART (B)

Progress made in 2011-2012 * Educational Activity *
"lakes can not only identify and educate poor children but also can
build capacities of other organizations to do so"
Kids play school -

Education plays a pertinent role and it is rarely available for the people living in the
"Mewat- Braj sector". It has not reached the children living in the remote areas of rural
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Rajasthan. To improve the condition of the "Mewat- Braj sector" children, Lakes has started
to establish primary schools in the "Mewat- Braj" communities, targeting a wide age group
and different sections of the society.
Lakes, having established its reputation for educating underprivileged children. as in the
area of implementation, in capacity building also Lakes proved its competence and
commitment. After having undergone several capacity building programs in the areas of
organizational development, program planning and management, resource mobilization,
curriculum development etc. not only enhanced their competence but also achieved the
target set for them, much more and much faster.
Education for underprivileged children is the raised' enter of Lakes's existence. And it has
continued with the same commitment, social concern to provide quality education. This
year 183 children are studying in our rural area school, out which 94 are girls-
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Vocational Training Activity & Free Coaching Classes -

lakes's vocational training program in pursuance of its motto 'Enabling Self-Reliance' it is
targeted for 'mewat- braj' youth from rural block of 6 districts. We have made concerted
efforts in enabling self-reliance and have successfully established forwarded linkages by
encouraging young boys and girls to undergo vocational training after completing high
school and senior secondary levels. These centers, in their capacity, have diligently worked
towards addressing the menace of unemployment by providing concurrent (to school
education and marketing demand) and job oriented courses in trade such as A.C. &
Refrigeration, Electrical, Electronics, Photography & Videography, Computer Hardware &
Software, Dress Designing and Beauty Culture. A curriculum has been developed keeping
abreast with the latest market demands. An effective and efficient placement cell ensures
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regular interface and networking with the industry thereby identifying areas of
improvement and focus.

Lakes vocational training centers was found to have efficient networking between the
trainees and the trainers, follow better methodologies with timings, training scheduling,
gender equity and motivational training. The philosophy behind the capability building of
the disadvantaged was found to be worthy of emulating and replicating. Lakes also provide
free coaching classes for govt.- semi govt. competition examination.

Table: 2 Vocational Training / Free Coaching Activities
S.no Activity

No. Of enrolled Placement
student

1

A.C. & Refrigeration

43

14

2

Beauty & Culture

21

08

3

Computer Hardware & Software

125

21

4

Dress Designing

34

04

5

Electrical

37

06

6

Electronics

27

03

7

Free coaching classes

563

107
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Rural Development Activity Rural Water Security- -

The water famine is both a tragedy and a paradox – as India is well endowed with water,
and it is a renewable recourse. In Mewat-braj the method used by Lakes in rural water
management are : contour trenches, gully plugs, check dams, receiving traditional ponds,
recharging wells, injecting wells, soak pits, and deep plugging with chisel.
Lakes water-security works continuously, priority of drinking water and next to install
rainwater-harvesting structures, using a combination of technical experts and traditional
knowledge to find the best practices of pond, river, lake and taanka’s etc.

Rural Health Care"Mewat- Braj sector" take a toll on human health. Lack of clean water enables the spread
of disease, lack of food inhibits adequate nutrition, lack of money prevents people from
ANNUAL- REPORT 2011-12
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receiving proper care, and lack of awareness propagates misleading information. All of
these factors constantly threaten the health of rural communities. Furthermore, health
centers are few and far between, so the people of the "Mewat- Braj sector" must travel long
distances to seek treatment. Women, children, and the elderly are particularly at risk for
health problems.
Lakes through its community health program has been able to provide access to health
services to persons by medical check-ups, treatment at the clinics and medical camps conducted at
various locations in 'Mewat- Braj'.
In rural 'Badi & 8 Meal Center', the Lakes provide health services through:




Health education (hygiene, nutrition, immunization).
Training of community level workers, community health volunteers and traditional
birth attendants.



Support form hospital & visit by general physician and gynecologist.
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Table 4: Health check-up camps in 2011-2012
S.no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Type of camp
T.B. check-up
Cancer detection
Dental check-up
Immunization
Food preservation
Diarrhoea
Family planning

Total number
2
1
2
3
3
1
4

People benefited to date
34
13
75
81
176
43
185

Rural Education, Self- Employment & Gender Equity -
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Lakes continues to promote Gender Equity with significant results. While empowerment of
women is constantly attempted, this is not sought to be achieved at the cost of men's
development. the statistics of students enrollment in the formal schools, given under the
education sector indicates that enrollment of girls far exceeds that of boys in all the
schools except at Lakes school where girls enrollment is slightly lower than that of boys.

Economic empowerment is the first step towards social development. Through
microfinance, small amount of loans are given to poor individuals / groups especially in the
case of women. These loans are repaid with low interest in installments which go a long
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way in assisting the women in setting up income generating activities / micro enterprises
which in turn uplift their social and economic situation.
Promoting SHG of women and of men and women together is another way Lakes has
chalked out for promoting gender equity.

Rural Community Based Organization –
Community based organizations or Peoples Organization plays an important role in making
their village self reliant and developed. Peoples Organization also fulfills the vision of
Gram- Swarajya or Village Self Rule which has one of the guiding principles for Lakes . The
management
and
leadership of the
CBO, not only uplift
their village, but
also
help
to
implement
the
project
activities.
CBO are democratic
and engage people
from all sections of
the community to
manage
the
development efforts,
Lakes
deeply
believes
the
community
involvement in each the every intervention at the village level, Lakes due to which we were
able to interact more and more CBO i.e. Village Health Committee, Village Education
Committee, Village Health and Sanitation Committee, Village Water Health and
Sanitation Committee, Producers Group, Farmers Club and Water User Groups, Village
Development Committee, Village Older People Associations, men & women self help
groups. We understood their importance for Lakes rural development programme.
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Table 6: Activities of CBO with Lakes
S.no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Organization
Water user group
Village health & sanitation committee
Self help group
Farmers club
Village education committee
Village development committee
Producer group
Village health committee
Village older people association
Village Water Heath & Sanitation Committee

In 2011-2012
09
18
68
33
09
15
07
22
15
13

Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp Lakes organized entrepreneurship awareness camps in selected 6 districts of Rajasthan.
The entrepreneurship awareness camps were organized with students studying in various
colleges. The three days entrepreneurship awareness camps organized at various locations
was inaugurated by the college principal, representatives from DIC and organizational
representatives. The purpose of the program was to impart Entrepreneurship related
inputs to the students. The participants were facilitated with various entrepreneurship
related inputs to the students. For motivation of the students successful entrepreneurs
were invited for experience sharing. Information on viable and potential business
opportunities were given in detail. Technology development by various R & D institutions
like CSIR, National Innovation
Foundation and Rural Technology
Institute, Ahmadabad were also
introduced. The project profiles
need and demand based business
opportunities were also distributed
to the participants. An exposure
visit was also arranged at
industrial unit / business
enterprise. In the concluding
session students were motivated to
take up their own income
generating activities for their
livelihood instead of waiting for job
ANNUAL- REPORT 2011-12
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and employment. Lakes organized 8 camps in selected 6 districts and more than 750
peoples benefitted from this camp.

Part (c)

Administrative, financial and general details Table 7: list of project implemented in 2011 - 2012
S.no
1
2
3

4

Project title
Free
coaching
programme
Vocational
training
programme

Location
3 units in sawai madhopur
and kaurli districts
5
units
in
sawai
madhopur, kaurli, tonk,
dholpur districts
Skill
development 5
units
in
sawai
programme
madhopur, tonk, kaurli,
(man & women)
dholpur,
bharatpur
districts
Development
of 3 units in sawai madhopur
women leadership
and kaurli districts

5

Crèche programme

6

Empowering women
& girls through water
and health
Extending
of
education

7
8
9
10
11

Main activities.
Competition
examination
education.
Computer-operates electrician
& mechanical training.
Making pickle, handicraft &
mechanical training.

Women
empowerment
through income generation by
vocational trainings & microfinance.
2 units in gangapur city Day care for rural children.
block
4
units
in
sawai Women empowerment and
madhopur,
bharatpur water & health security.
tonk, kaurli, districts
Sawai madhopur, kaurli, Support to study & structural
bharatpur, tonk, dholpur items for school/ institutes.
districts
Lakes work area
Capacity building of formers.

Formation
of
orientation of former
club
Give
supported Lakes work area
projects

Water- security, nutrition
gardens,
girls
education,
health care & tree plantation.
Lakes gramodyog
bayana centers of Lakes
Production of spices and
wheat porridge.
Rain water harvesting 5 village of mahua block of Rain
water
harvesting,
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training

dausa district and 5
village of bonli block of
sawai madhpur district
Promoting integrated 10 villages of dholpur
health in mewat- braj district
sector
Mitigating poverty in sapotra block of karuli
north- east rajasthan
district

12
13
14

Promoting
older kandar block
people led community madhopur
action

15

Targeted intervention

tonk district

in

educating village committee
on water use through water
user groups.
Child health, family planning,
reproductive
health,
awareness, generation.
Micro finance & capacity
building among women living
below poverty line (bpl).
sawai Empowering
older
people
through water security, food &
agriculture
security
and
health care.
Hiv/ aids, tb prevention and
control.

our partners (national & international partners)





Funded by Ministry of minority, Govt. Of India
Donation by Lakes area peoples
Donation by Lakes governing body
Donation by Other grassroots work partners
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* Lakes field center/ working point *


Sawai madhopur (head- office)
H- 153, near otc garrage, dhamun road,
Kherda, sawai madhopur, rajasthan, 322001. India
In charge - mr. Mukesh kumar meena.



Soorwal center / point
Village- soorwal. Distt.- sawai madhopur,rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Manoj kumar sharma.



Padana center/ point
Village- padana, distt.- sawai madhopur, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Devi das.



Badolas center/ point
Village- badolas, distt.- sawai madhopur, rajasthan, india
In charge - dr. Kajor mal.



Bayana center/ point
Village- bayana, distt.- bharatpur, rajasthan, india
Incharge - mr. Satish chand sharma.



Bair center/ point
Village- bair, distt.- bharatpur, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Dharmendra saini.



Gavadi center/ point
Village- gavadi, distt.- sawai madhopur, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Anil kumar meena.



Khandeep center/ point
Village- khandeep, distt.- sawai madhopur, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Ravi shankar sharma & mr. Keshav chand soni.



Mandavari center/ point
Village- mandavari, distt.- karuli, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Lakhan singh.



Todabhim center/ point
Village- todabhim, distt.- karuli, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Pankhi lal.
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 Basadi center/ point
Village- basadi, distt.- dholpur, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Bhanwar lal.

 Badi & 8 meal center/ point
Village- 8 meal, distt.- dholpur, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Kanhaiya lal saini.

 Choru center/ point
Village- choru, distt.- tonk, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Kuldeep sharma.

 Lasadiya center/ point
Village- lasadiya, distt.- tonk, rajasthan, india
In charge - mr. Mukut bihari meena.

Table

8: members governing board

S.no. Names

Design. In the Gender Total to date
board

1

Hemlata
meena

Chair- person

2

Girish
Sharma

3

Hanif
mohammed

4

Har
singh

charan Member

M

Vocational
&
skill activities

5

Mukut
meena

bihari Member

M

Mechanist

6

Nizamuddin
khan

Member

M

Development
activities

7

Hansraj meena

Member

M

Educationist

k. Treasurer
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8

Manish
marmat

Member

M

Educationist

9

Kamlesh
meena

Member

M

Mechanist

10

Najeer hussain

Member

M

Engineer

11

Manoj kumar

Member

M

Health activities

12

Raghupat lal

Member

M

Farmer

13

Foolchand
meena

Member

M

Health activities

14

Mordhawaj
meena

Member

M

Health worker

15

Shankar lal

Member

M

Farmer
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* Salaries / honorarium to the board member in 2011 - 2012 *

S.No. Names

Gross remuneration per annum ( INR )

1

Hemlata meena

Zero

2

Girish kumar Sharma

Zero

3

Hanif mohammed

Zero

4

Har charan singh

Zero

5

Mukut bihari meena

Zero

6

Nizamuddin khan

Zero

7

Hansraj meena

Zero

8

Manish marmat

Zero

9

Kamlesh meena

Zero

10

Najeer hussain

Zero

11

Manoj kumar

Zero

12

Raghupat lal

Zero

13

Foolchand meena

Zero

14

Mordhawaj meena

Zero

15

Shankar lal

Zero

Table 9: members of executive - board
S.no.
1

Name
Mukesh kumar meena

Designation in the board
Board director

Gender
M

Total to date
Social worker

2

B.l. Raiwar

Administrative officer

M

Educationist

3

Jai shankar gour

Project leader

M

Educationist

4

Vijay singh rathore

Manager F & A

M

Finance activist

5

Keshav dev

Project leader

M

Development
activist

6

Himmat singh

Consultant

M

Legal advisor

7

Lokesh garg

Project manager

M

Development
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activist
8

Hemandra soni

Project coordinator

M

Educationist

9

Prithvi raj meena

Project manager

M

Vocational
skill activist

10

Manraj meena

Office assistance

M

Social- worker

11

Deepak kumar

Consultant

M

Vocational
skill activist

12

Ankita jain

Programme coordinator

F

Health activist

13

Nizam khan

Office assistance

M

Health worker

14

Pradeep singh rathore

Field – coordinator

M

Farmer

15

Anand dehariya

Programme director

M

Zoologist

16

Pawan kumar gupta

Project- engineer

M

Engineer

17

Kamal kumar mishra

CBO- coordinator

M

Engineer

18

Deepak rathore

Field – coordinator

M

Social- worker

19

Avdhesh dadhich

SHG- coordinator

M

Social- worker

20

Vikram pamwar

Attendant

M

Finance activist

21

Murari lal saini

Computer- operator

M

Health activist

22

Sangeeta jain

Accountant

M

Social- worker

23

Harvindar singh

VDC- coordinator

M

Finance activist

24

Satyendra bagoriya

EDP- coordinator

M

Health activist

25

Sunil kumar

Attendant

M

Social- worker

26

Banti rana

Attendant

M

Social- worker

27

Sonu rana

Office- clerk

M

Farmer

28

Chottu mahajan

House- keeper

M

Technician
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Table: 10 distributions of staffs according to monthly basic- salaries

Amount in Rs.
Less than, 5000
5,000 - 10,000
10,000 - 15,000
15,000 - 20,000
Total

Male
7
0
0
0
07

Female
3
0
0
0
03

Total staff
10
0
0
0
10

Note: given to work based salary for part - time staff member/
volunteer (69) at complete of project on spot.

Table: 11 salary- details
Salary to the director
organization
Highest paid salary
Lowest paid salary

of

the INR 42,600 per annum
INR 42,600 per annum
INR 20,000 per annum
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CBO - Community Besed Organization
LAKE- Lakwar Education Society
HRMD - Harvesting Rains For Mitigation Droughts
KVK - Krishi Vigyan Kendra
NABARD- National Bank For Agriculture And Rural Development
NGO - Non Government Organization
POC - Promoting Older People Led Community Action
RCH -Reproductive Child Health
SHG - Self Help Group
TB - Tuberculosis
VDC - Village Development Committee
VEC -Village Education Committee
VHC -Village Health Committee
VWH -Village Health Worker
VOPA- Village Older People's Association
VHSC - Village Health And Sanitation Committee
WASHED -Water Sanitation, Health And Education
WORK -Women Organized For Reconstruction And Knowledge
WUG -Water User Group ( Sdtk - Skill Development Training Center )
EDP - Entrepreneurship Development Programme
TEDP - Technology Based Entrepreneur Ship Development Programme
SSK- Samaj Subidha Kendra
SSS- Samaj Subidha Sangam
GRC- Gender Resource Center
SE- Social Entrepreneur
NFE- Non –Formal Education
REC- Remedial Education Center

glossary Gram swarajya
Para vet
Tankaa

village self rule
veternery worker
drinking water storage
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Lakwar educational society
Registered head office :- h- 153,
Near otc garrage, dhamun- road, kherda,
Sawai madhopur, 322001. Rajasthan, india
Phones: 91 7462 220591
Fax: 91 7462 220591
Email: lakwaredu.society@gmail.com
Www.lakes.org.in
Copyright © 2010-11 Lakes
all right reserved

Lakes is registered under Rajasthan societies registration act 1958
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